Abbreviation: RL, subjects who regard self body image perception as lighter than actual body condition; RA, subjects who regard self body image perception as same as actual body condition; RH, subjects who regard self body image perception as heavier than actual body condition 1) N (%) Abbreviation: RL, subjects who regard self body image perception as lighter than actual body condition; RA, subjects who regard self body image perception as same as actual body condition; RH, subjects who regard self body image perception as heavier than actual body condition; BMI, body mass index; WC, waist circumference 1) P-value was analyzed by ANOVA test for continuous variables and Chi-square test for categorical variables. 2) N (%) 3) Mean ± SE 4) N (%) Table 3 . Nutrient intake of the study subjects by sex and age Abbreviation: RL, subjects who regard self body image perception as lighter than actual body condition; RA, subjects who regard self body image perception as same as actual body condition; RH, subjects who regard self body image perception as heavier than actual body condition; Ratio(%), proportion of protein, fat and carbohydrate from total energy intake 1) P-value was analyzed by ANOVA test .
2) Mean ± SE Table 4 . Weight related indexes of the study subjects by sex and age Abbreviation: RL, subjects who regard self body image perception as lighter than actual body condition; RA, subjects who regard self body image perception as same as actual body condition; RH, subjects who regard self body image perception as heavier than actual body condition. 1) P-value were analyzed by ANOVA test for continuous variables and Chi-square test for categorical variables. 2) N (%) Abbreviation: RL, subjects who regard self body image perception as lighter than actual body condition; RA, subjects who regard self body image perception as same as actual body condition; RH, subjects who regard self body image perception as heavier than actual body condition 1) All Variables are determined using Chi-square test. 2) N (%) 
